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Coverings

Coverings, the huge tile love-in held last week at McCormick Place, is like a big ol’ candy store. I’ve never

used a smidge beyond white hex or subway tile in all my decorating life so a few hours of tile peeping at

the show turned into a 9 to 5 adventure. Tile has looked like everything but tile for a few years now, but

it’s turned from looking like leather and wood flooring into pony, plush fabric (great as hotel

headboards!), faux wallpaper, even stone. I fell for the cerused look of random width planked porcelains

in grays. In fact I loved grey everything this show. It felt warm, modern, cool, new… especially for the

floor. Tau and Inalco presented ink-jet printing on tile that made porcelain look exactly like marble (the

photo above shows Tau in a grained Zebrano wood effect). A quick digital scan of a slab of stone is the

newest slight of hand in the biz!  Sparkle grout also caught my fancy—not sure where you’d use it, but a

little glimmer in the grooves is way cool. As super-big as tile has been getting, ultra thin (4mm) options

can be laid over old tile and floor, is less costly, and more green to ship. Micro mini tile from Frammenti

(soon available at Luminaire looks like custom mosaics. Couldn’t get to Coverings? Check out The Art of

Tile, a book by Jen Renzi, which includes more than 2,000 tiles and is a great resource.

ABOUT THIS BLOG

Design Dose is the online extension of the inspiration, advice, and

scoop that Chicago Home + Garden provides every other month,

only in smaller doses. Editors Jan Parr and Gina Bazer—as well as

special guest bloggers—share news and trends from their in-boxes,

confess their latest design obsessions and dilemmas, and take you

behind the scenes to exclusive design events and showrooms. Have

a local design fave, scoop, or dilemma of your own? Share it  with

us here.
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Chicago Home + Garden’s trends and

products editor Barri Leiner has her finger on

the pulse of all things stylish in the world of

home design

Contributing writer and copy editor Bradley

Lincoln is our turn-to guy for everything from

placing commas to tracing trends.
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